D. H. Lawrence can undoubtedly be included in that group of English authors whose literary production has been subjected to prolific criticism. In spite of this, the secondary sources lack dialectally-oriented investigation, which would be useful in linguistic critical studies, and specially in the analysis of dialogues in the vernacular introduced by Lawrence in some of his novels, short stories, poems and plays, set in his region, the Midlands. It is the aim of this paper to provide a bibliography that could serve this purpose. The bibliographical items on the list below include general and specific dialectal studies, dictionaries of dialect, slang and idioms, and the few titles that, at a lexical and/or a grammatical level, focus on the non-standard variety encountered in his works or on the dialect spoken in his native county, Nottinghamshire, the bordering one of Derbyshire and the Erewash valley separating them. It is here where Eastwood, the village where he was born and grew up, is situated.
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